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PRD - Airblack Expert Page
By Ramees P S

💁 Product Brief
Summary
Airblack expert profile page for the Airblack Beauty Club website. The profiles 
allow new members or undecided users to know Airblack experts, understand the 
sessions & expertise available, and help make the decision to book them or be a 
member.

Problem 
Users lack transparency about who they are taking classes from & what to expect 
from an expert. This decreased authenticity can lead to less conversions. 

Customer Value
Ensures value for money is provided. Easy decision making of attending suitable 
sessions or taking membership

Business Value 
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Increased membership conversions after users see the transparency & high value 
provided. Also more retention of existing members. Helps increase revenue and in 
goal of building the passion economy.

� Users
User Personas

Persona
Name

Role Objective

Puja
Expert Makeup
Artist

Get members for the session, provide good value to get
great reviews that help future sessions

Ganga New User
Find if value for money is provided to decide taking
membership

Aishwarya
Member looking
at sessions

Find best suited session for needs, have understanding of
expert's offering before a session

User Stories

User Story Related Features
Related

Personas

I want my expertise to be showcased
to the users

Expert Highlight Images, Self
intro, Top Reviews, Expert's
Statistics, Makeup Portfolio

Puja

I want to show my authentic self to the
users

About expert Link+ Makeup
Philososphy

Puja

I want to know if the experts are
actually good & getting a membership
in Airblack is worth it

Expert's Statistics, Top Reviews,
All Reviews, Makeup Portfolio Ganga

I want to know more about this expert
About expert Link+ Makeup
Philososphy

Aishwarya

Ganga

I want to decide which expert's
session to attend or if next session in
schedule is worth attending

All Reviews, Makeup Portfolio Aishwarya

https://www.notion.so/Puja-b9bf0bfe90dc4762bcbbf106ff9c5893
https://www.notion.so/Ganga-1cc1e5f35c384567a0a9b5dd5343c225
https://www.notion.so/Aishwarya-69bd5a5c2be145cb8bdabc1c717976d9
https://www.notion.so/I-want-my-expertise-to-be-showcased-to-the-users-f4b770877a08452b83815b65b59ab012
https://www.notion.so/Expert-Highlight-Images-Self-intro-b34ffcddc8194091a20937d5c3d5f8b5
https://www.notion.so/Top-Reviews-59a5895077d5456fa395469cc42585e7
https://www.notion.so/Expert-s-Statistics-327cad1a08f845cab1fcbb1ae6e88f5c
https://www.notion.so/Makeup-Portfolio-02dc92cfd133441bb016ff62945eec2c
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-show-my-authentic-self-to-the-users-06653e94c65545ad82d36fa41bb6927f
https://www.notion.so/About-expert-Link-Makeup-Philososphy-f67c0c23eddc46d5ac3fb93c5134bba4
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-know-if-the-experts-are-actually-good-getting-a-membership-in-Airblack-is-worth-it-a3d9df4aa31a404cab49d0bb842b023e
https://www.notion.so/Expert-s-Statistics-327cad1a08f845cab1fcbb1ae6e88f5c
https://www.notion.so/Top-Reviews-59a5895077d5456fa395469cc42585e7
https://www.notion.so/All-Reviews-9395de99b62e4da88ef6c42aa340a377
https://www.notion.so/Makeup-Portfolio-02dc92cfd133441bb016ff62945eec2c
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-know-more-about-this-expert-bbcbef348e134d858de4ff400b104193
https://www.notion.so/About-expert-Link-Makeup-Philososphy-f67c0c23eddc46d5ac3fb93c5134bba4
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-decide-which-expert-s-session-to-attend-or-if-next-session-in-schedule-is-worth-attending-b1fb717ca43046269e19adbde674603b
https://www.notion.so/All-Reviews-9395de99b62e4da88ef6c42aa340a377
https://www.notion.so/Makeup-Portfolio-02dc92cfd133441bb016ff62945eec2c
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User Story Related Features
Related

Personas

I want to see what others are saying
about the prev sessions & if there is
any negatives

Top Reviews, All Reviews

Aishwarya

Ganga

Puja

I liked this expert's prev session, let's
see if another one comes

Sessions Available Aishwarya

� Implementation 
Features

Feature Brief Idea Related User Stories

Expert
Highlight
Images,
Self intro

Showcase best
images &
personal intro
of Expert at top
of page

I want my expertise to be showcased to the users

Expert's
Statistics

Stats can give
more credibility
& reliability

I want to know if the experts are actually good & getting a
membership in Airblack is worth it , I want my expertise to
be showcased to the users

About
expert
Link+
Makeup
Philososphy

A personal
touch &
authentic. Link
to larger work
allows
transparency

I want to know more about this expert, I want to show my
authentic self to the users

Makeup
Portfolio

Make user
understand
what to expect

I want to know if the experts are actually good & getting a
membership in Airblack is worth it , I want my expertise to
be showcased to the users, I want to decide which expert's
session to attend or if next session in schedule is worth
attending

https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-see-what-others-are-saying-about-the-prev-sessions-if-there-is-any-negatives-dbbeb35b7fbe4eddbe5a52c3eb51ceff
https://www.notion.so/Top-Reviews-59a5895077d5456fa395469cc42585e7
https://www.notion.so/All-Reviews-9395de99b62e4da88ef6c42aa340a377
https://www.notion.so/I-liked-this-expert-s-prev-session-let-s-see-if-another-one-comes-a378f219a9994631a43954c6f81a5553
https://www.notion.so/Sessions-Available-dd122fb2244d4bfc8b0125f01e01ebf8
https://www.notion.so/Expert-Highlight-Images-Self-intro-b34ffcddc8194091a20937d5c3d5f8b5
https://www.notion.so/I-want-my-expertise-to-be-showcased-to-the-users-f4b770877a08452b83815b65b59ab012
https://www.notion.so/Expert-s-Statistics-327cad1a08f845cab1fcbb1ae6e88f5c
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-know-if-the-experts-are-actually-good-getting-a-membership-in-Airblack-is-worth-it-a3d9df4aa31a404cab49d0bb842b023e
https://www.notion.so/I-want-my-expertise-to-be-showcased-to-the-users-f4b770877a08452b83815b65b59ab012
https://www.notion.so/About-expert-Link-Makeup-Philososphy-f67c0c23eddc46d5ac3fb93c5134bba4
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-know-more-about-this-expert-bbcbef348e134d858de4ff400b104193
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-show-my-authentic-self-to-the-users-06653e94c65545ad82d36fa41bb6927f
https://www.notion.so/Makeup-Portfolio-02dc92cfd133441bb016ff62945eec2c
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-know-if-the-experts-are-actually-good-getting-a-membership-in-Airblack-is-worth-it-a3d9df4aa31a404cab49d0bb842b023e
https://www.notion.so/I-want-my-expertise-to-be-showcased-to-the-users-f4b770877a08452b83815b65b59ab012
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-decide-which-expert-s-session-to-attend-or-if-next-session-in-schedule-is-worth-attending-b1fb717ca43046269e19adbde674603b
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Feature Brief Idea Related User Stories

Sessions
Available

Help make
decision on
session
availability

I liked this expert's prev session, let's see if another one
comes

Top
Reviews

Artist can
display
expertise at
quick glance,
Users get
understanding
of expertise

I want to know if the experts are actually good & getting a
membership in Airblack is worth it , I want to see what
others are saying about the prev sessions & if there is any
negatives, I want my expertise to be showcased to the
users

All Reviews

More
transparency
for users, Artist
can see any
shortcomings

I want to know if the experts are actually good & getting a
membership in Airblack is worth it , I want to see what
others are saying about the prev sessions & if there is any
negatives, I want to decide which expert's session to
attend or if next session in schedule is worth attending

User Flow

Wireframe/ Design

https://www.notion.so/Sessions-Available-dd122fb2244d4bfc8b0125f01e01ebf8
https://www.notion.so/I-liked-this-expert-s-prev-session-let-s-see-if-another-one-comes-a378f219a9994631a43954c6f81a5553
https://www.notion.so/Top-Reviews-59a5895077d5456fa395469cc42585e7
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-know-if-the-experts-are-actually-good-getting-a-membership-in-Airblack-is-worth-it-a3d9df4aa31a404cab49d0bb842b023e
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-see-what-others-are-saying-about-the-prev-sessions-if-there-is-any-negatives-dbbeb35b7fbe4eddbe5a52c3eb51ceff
https://www.notion.so/I-want-my-expertise-to-be-showcased-to-the-users-f4b770877a08452b83815b65b59ab012
https://www.notion.so/All-Reviews-9395de99b62e4da88ef6c42aa340a377
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-know-if-the-experts-are-actually-good-getting-a-membership-in-Airblack-is-worth-it-a3d9df4aa31a404cab49d0bb842b023e
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-see-what-others-are-saying-about-the-prev-sessions-if-there-is-any-negatives-dbbeb35b7fbe4eddbe5a52c3eb51ceff
https://www.notion.so/I-want-to-decide-which-expert-s-session-to-attend-or-if-next-session-in-schedule-is-worth-attending-b1fb717ca43046269e19adbde674603b
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https://www.figma.com/embed?embed_host=share&url=https%3A%2F%2F
www.figma.com%2Ffile%2FYGIEIv1aQH1ranG72JpHKN%2FAirblack-Experts
Page%3Fnode-id%3D0%253A1

Other requirements
Proof of authenticity : Have a tick mark next to Expert's name

Edge Case scenarios
 No Current/Upcoming sessions to be displayed - Can disappoint users. 

Best mitigation?

If at least one session completed, display that as "Completed Session"

If new expert and no prev sessions, leave this feature

 2.  New Expert, no/low reviews

Best mitigation?

Only display top 2 or 3 reviews if available

� Product Success
Definition
Success for this product is when the user get complete clarity about an expert's 
offering and can decide upon this information

Metrics
#New users converting to members after viewing expert profiles

#Members viewing available sessions by the expert

#Members attending sessions after viewing the expert's profile

#Expert pages visited before deciding to attend a session

https://www.figma.com/embed?embed_host=share&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.figma.com%2Ffile%2FYGIEIv1aQH1ranG72JpHKN%2FAirblack-Experts-Page%3Fnode-id%3D0%253A1
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North Star Metric
#Members attending sessions after viewing the expert's profile - The main goal 
of this product is to make users attend the expert's session. So this metric can 
give clear picture of how the expert's offering is decided upon by the user

🙋 Team Requirements
Tech Team 

Data Requirement - Ensure data of previous sessions is accurate

Ensure performance of page with good loading time in web and app

Ensure top 3 reviews displayed are always updated to ones with good detail 
and score

Tech Spec - to be finalised with Tech lead

Design Team Checklist
Use Airblack's signature black and white contrast to highlight the page 
sections

Maintain premium feel throughout

Allow enough breathing space between images

Work with marketing team to select suitable images to be displayed

Operations requirements
Have clear communication with Experts to ensure all features are desirable 

Ensure matching of correct session details(upcoming and previous)

Ensure members are encouraged to give reviews in expert's page once 
launched

Marketing 
Work with the expert and design team to select suitable images to be 
displayed

https://www.notion.so/Tech-Spec-to-be-finalised-with-Tech-lead-bde85fd308b747ed93c7e60eaee302c0
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Ensure quality of outbound link 

Announce feature to public through our social media accounts at launch

Additional Issues 
To be filled by Team

DOMAIN PROMPT Y/N ACTION (if yes)

Analytics Do you need additional tracking? Work with [person] on logging

Marketing Does this impact shared KPI?
Work with [person] on goal
adjustment

Customer
Success

Do you need support for
member updates or outreach?

Yes Work with [person] on updates

Marketing
Do you need a GTM plan? (e.g.
social media positioning. reach)

Work with [person] with at least
[x] weeks notice to kickoff
workstreams

Operations
Will this impact relation with
experts or any external
partners?

Work with [person] on
communication plan

Risk Do you foresee any extra risks? Report to [person]

🤷Future Scope
Short video montage of expert's skill to be displayed with 
portfolio section. Can be sourced from Instagram page or shot 
additionally, working alongside with the expert

https://www.notion.so/Analytics-71c1be0ce6354182a09f2717c9f337a1
https://www.notion.so/Marketing-676d849bd224427eb27fa71c1094523b
https://www.notion.so/Customer-Success-18671360e833448aaeeb22113391246e
https://www.notion.so/Marketing-071bb4eb5d4f42e3bfaf3da29c47bedf
https://www.notion.so/Operations-ef161f8c40eb400b9ba737aebce95bc6
https://www.notion.so/Risk-3b97d75463484144affd4707b58f0306

